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Abstract  

The essay focused on how the business idea of Svenska Guldkusten came to being. The 

proper sequence of events leading to the generation of this business idea was explained in this 

paper.  A personal record of events, experiences, and observations taken during the attendance 

of seminars, lectures, interviews and presentations was also included the paper.  An 

assessment and review of my colleagues’ advices and also past student activities and their 

influence on my decision paths was reviewed and explained in the paper. Key references were 

drawn from the articles discussed in the various seminars held during the business plan 

development process. The paper thus touches on the business idea formation, specific 

instances of the idea, the scheme of the business idea, business plan development process, the 

obstacles encountered and the logical conclusion of the whole process. The paper is further 

interspersed with diverging views and discussions drawn from the seminar articles which 

include the entrepreneurial process and bootstrap financing.   
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1. Business Idea Formation 

As a foreign student with no support or job I wanted to change my financial fortunes in my 

new home by being profitably innovative. Like Napoleon Hill quoted, “Ideas are the 

beginning points of all fortunes”, I wanted to have easily achievable and workable ideas that 

will improve my life more than the meager proceeds I was making from selling sandwiches 

and repairing bicycles. I had worked on the idea of hire purchase for a niche market of foreign 

students in Swedish universities in the entrepreneurship and business innovation course, I 

wanted to develop this idea further because I had worked with something similar in my home 

country. The introduction of the payment of tuition fees in Swedish tertiary institutions made 

me realize the niche I had targeted will change in terms of its economic composition. I 

realized that, foreign students who could manage to pay the application fee of 900 Kronor and 

go on to pay the tuition fees of over 9,000 Kronor will not be interested in taking a soft loan 

or engage in any form of hire purchase. The Swedish students too had loan facilities such as 

CSN, thus I started pursuing this hire purchase idea (iHELP) in my home country Ghana, after 

I realized it was quiet complex starting off something like that in Sweden and especially when 

the market target is tertiary students. It will also have been very difficult taking off due to 

reasons Auken (2005) cites, which include access to capital markets, availability of capital, 

and knowledge of available financing alternatives. 

I wanted to develop and write a report on the ‘iHELP’ idea when the time came for me to start 

my master project, but I realized the idea was overworked and stale having worked so much 

on it during the entrepreneurship course. I decided to start off afresh. I wanted an idea that 

was easy to convert into an easily achievable and profitable venture without much complexity 

and stress, but as Townsend et al (2010) put it, the successful creation of innovative new 

ventures is always a challenging endeavour, thus I still braced myself for any untoward 

situations.  Having had a ‘business talk’ with a colleague back in Ghana via Facebook, he 

enquired that, what Ghanaian product will sell well in Sweden and what Swedish product will 

sell in Ghana. Having given a long thought to this, I realized that Ghana is largely associated 

with Gold and Cocoa production. Getting into the importation of these commodities requires 

huge sums of money, thus I thought of the finished product chocolate. Having background 

knowledge that Ghanaian chocolate is celebrated in many international quarters I discussed it 

with some colleagues who either confirmed knowledge of the Organic chocolate, Ghana 

chocolate or how well chocolate will sell in the Swedish market. I put few points on paper and 

made further inquiries from the chocolate shops in downtown Karlskrona. 
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2. Scheme of the Business Idea 

‘Usually, all the entrepreneur knows when he or she starts out is something general, such as 

the desire to make lots of money or to create a valuable legacy, like a famous and lasting 

institution, or, more common, to pursue an idea that merits chasing’ (Sarasvathy, 2001 p. 

244). Personally I will say, I was motivated by this business idea because I wanted financial 

independence and also wanted to help improve the agro trade between Ghana and Sweden, 

which I am certain was going to spill into the tourism industry. These reasons may not 

necessary be a starting point for an effectuation process as Saravasvathy pointed out. Having 

settled on the importation and marketing of chocolate, I set out to look for all the bottlenecks 

that will impede such a venture to be carried out. I spoke to a Swedish friend who gave me an 

article by Tina Vedenpää and Cecilia Flink, “att importera choklad”. The article which was in 

Swedish was difficult to interpret. Hence I made a call to Tina, so that she could further 

school me on how to import chocolate into Swedish the right way. Knowing the right 

departments, offices and channels to go through to import chocolate into Sweden was seen as 

the biggest hurdle to cross to ensure the commencement of the business. Though the problem 

of import regulations, capital generation and commercialization was predictable, the new 

venture was still going to be beset with a number of diverse problems, pitfalls, and obstacles 

that will be unforeseen (Cha and Bae, 2010) The feeling of powerlessness over the prevailing 

situations made me more aware of the fact that, there is only one thing that can make the 

implementation of the business idea impossible, the fear of failure and also of course the non 

availability of funds. In fact the idea of my ethnic background being a stumbling block, as 

mentioned by Delmar and Davidsson (2000)  did not occur to me because I saw Sweden 

(especially the south) as a virgin market where no specific immigrant group had an upper 

hand, especially not in the confectionary industry. Whiles mulling over easy ways of raising 

funds for the implementation of my ideas I stumbled upon available methods of traditional 

capital acquisition for small businesses as mentioned by Carter and Auken (2005) in their 

article, ‘Bootstrap financing and owners’ perceptions of their business constraints and 

opportunities’. The article also mentioned that some forms of personal raising of funds should 

be planned and that’s what I went ahead to do. I realized the ability to create a new business 

will depend on my ability to create, deliver and capture value. But before I do that, I have to 

seek funds and conduct a market research, the successful completion of one activity triggers 

or acts as a catalyst for the occurrence of other activities (Liao and Welsch, 2008). 
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3. Business Plan Development Process 

   3.1. First phase 

The initial phase of the developmental process was to contact my colleagues in Tema, the 

industrial hub of Ghana and where the chocolate plant is located. They then got me contacts 

of the head of foreign markets. I inquired about the acquisition of samples, cost of labeling, 

grades or percentages of the amount or quality of chocolates. The head of foreign markets 

made remarks to the effect that it will be better to get one or two chocolate shops to test the 

samples from Ghana. Having the expertise these shops will be able to ascertain whether the 

organic chocolate from Ghana will meet the sales standard in Sweden in terms of quality and 

pricing. I went on to convey my thoughts to the caretakers of Elite and Chocolatte (chocolate 

shops in Karlskrona Centrum), who further narrated to me that they made their chocolates 

from sourcing their cocoa paste from Callebaut, Belgium. I initially inquired if they will be 

available to answer some questions concerning a business project I am doing at school about 

importation of organic chocolate from Ghana to Sweden. They answered in the affirmative. 

They further furnished me with information that they sourced their chocolates from different 

sources sometimes and even showed me Ghana labeled chocolates which was manufactured 

outside Ghana. Due morale from Region Blekinge also spurred the business idea on. Like 

Winborg and Landström (2000) discuss in their paper, small businesses in recent times have 

had the attention of policy think tanks because of their ability to create wealth, create 

employment and generally enhance the economy. Thus it was important to create the right 

information asymmetry when I reflected upon the second phase of the business idea.  This 

comprehensibility attached to the theoretical aspect of the business plan will enhance my own 

understanding of the idea and the shortfalls it has and also create an understanding for any 

potential external financiers.  
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 3.2. Second phase 

The second phase of the process was mainly theoretical and was basically showcased in the 

report writing of the master project. All the analysis, observations, assumptions and the 

information gathered from the Ghanaian environment was put into writing. The internal 

environment in terms of the Swedish food importation system, chocolate market and 

distribution channels was also recorded. The defined mission and objective of the business 

was also recorded to serve as a guide for the whole report work. This also made it easy for 

new and other strategies to be developed as the idea received feedback from tutors, experts 

and colleagues alike. Once the structure of the business plan was mapped out after a series of 

presentations and its associated useful feedbacks, the business plan project now had more 

focus to ensure that more research and surveys were conducted in an organized manner. As 

argued by Eckhardt and Shane (2003), the exchange of information between me the shop 

owners and my directors (tutors) encouraged my pursuance of the business idea. This helped 

the project work with market figures that were close to reality.  

 

4. Conclusions 

The business idea was one that occurred as a result of an effectuation, because my tutors and 

colleagues together with jotting down the idea criterion provided an easy and practical means 

for accomplishing the business idea project. All prevailing situations and the available 

resources served as an ingredient to come up with an idea and also represent it formally. The 

business idea formation at its initial stages was tinctured with a lot of uncertainties. But the 

business plan design (project) was streamlined because it had a working schedule, useful 

comments, guidance and directions from tutors and experts, the whole idea or business now 

knew what it wanted to achieve and thus the project progressed accordingly. The whole 

process was a very good motivational experience which was also an eye opener to me as a 

budding entrepreneur. 
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